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June 18th - 20th Plymouth (Carolynn)
Portland 13-14 August (Chris Knight)
Portland 24-25 September (Chris Knight)
October 21st - 28th Red Sea Trip (Chris Knight)
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London Aquarium
pasties, but this was OK as this had been anticipated, and extra time had been allowed for the moles

seemed to know where she was going, the other
moles followed, although she was hard to spot in the
wheel”, which was lit up with red lights and looked

On a “Winny the pooh blustery sort of a day”. Fifteen
intrepid moles headed off to the big city. Undeterred
by tales of Barney, who was threatening to create
moles were tempted by an intriguing combination of

head” in preparation for catching the “17:41” – six
more were gathered up by the train along the way
met “under the clock” which was tricky as many,
many other people were also gathered “under the
clock”

unknown, they resisted the temptation to lay themthe intrepid explorers.
-

backs of the rays.

London Aquarium
-

But seriously - despite a security alarm and a

lers back to their rightful destinations, with the last
-

a lot from the speakers from Bite Back and the

that they had got up close to some amazing marine
We were warned that a video once watched

Chips and bubbly turns out to be a winning comlife and had supported, in a small way, the organisato their various destinations safely.
protect the marine life in our oceans.

night to remember!

Awards

Novice of the year
Sue Wayland

Diver of the Year
Mike Naylor

Member of the year
Carolynn Royce

Malta

Sonja & Carolynn
with Maltaqua. The apartment block includes a wet
room for washing out and storing dive gear which is
great (although not so great for drying kit and this
was done on the apartment balconies).
The Dives

When
1st – 6th October – the plan – travel on Thursday

Who

diving)

Friday
were taken to Cirkewwa (which now has a proper
building with toilets and showers – so no more por-

Accomodation
and headed out to the entry point at the steps for
dive (although the exit was via a shallow rocky area
which resembled a washing machine) or a dive on
the Rozi. After a surface interval with snacks (never
knowingly underfed….) the various groups headed
out to dive either the wrecks of the The Rozi or the
P29.

We were met at the airport and transported to our
apartments at St Pauls Bay. The Sands apartdivers in mind and are part of the dive package

Saturday - we were transported to the south coast
to carry out two dives on the El Faroud – a 115m
long oil tanker.
After a swim out to the wreck we dropped down and
followed our guide along the gangway of the wreck
and then did some lovely swim-throughs – barracudas etc. The second dive was back out to the El
Faroud but it is such a large wreck that you need at
least 2 dives to see it all.

Malta

Sonja & Carolynn

Sunday
rose algae followed by the blue hole of Gozo.

as an alternative to Blue Hole.
Monday saw us headed off for a dive from a boat
which had been hired by Maltaqua so that we could
and a dusky grouper. The second dive (Santa Maria caves) was a very relaxed and beautiful cavern dive and was a fantastic last dive which ended with a

Altogether a fun trip with lots of relaxed diving even if some exits were a bit challenging!! Having said that
give you a hand up at the exit point.

Photography
Competition
Above Water Winner - Janet

Below Water Winner - Del

Photographer of the Year - Andy

Word Search!
Word Search - 15 diving / marine related words are hidden below.
Email your answers to Sonja by the 20th of January.

